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ABSTRACT
With the increasing popularity of various social media and E-
commerce platforms, large volumes of user behaviour data (e.g.,
user transaction data, rating and review data) are being continu-
ally generated at unprecedented and ever-increasing scales. It is
more realistic and practical to study recommender systems with
inputs of streaming data. User-generated streaming data presents
unique properties such as temporally ordered, continuous and high-
velocity, which poses tremendous new challenges for the once very
successful recommendation techniques. Although a few temporal
or sequential recommender models have recently been developed
based on recurrent neural models, most of them can only be ap-
plied to the session-based recommendation scenario, due to their
short-term memories and the limited capability of capturing users’
long-term stable interests. In this paper, we propose a streaming rec-
ommender model based on neural memory networks with external
memories to capture and store both long-term stable interests and
short-term dynamic interests in a unified way. An adaptive negative
sampling framework based on Generative Adversarial Nets (GAN)
is developed to optimize our proposed streaming recommender
model, which effectively overcomes the limitations of classical neg-
ative sampling approaches and improves the effectiveness of the
model parameter inference. Extensive experiments are conducted
on two large-scale recommendation datasets, and the experimental
results show the superiority of our proposed model in the streaming
recommendation scenario.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The recent study by Econsultancy [28] shows that 94% of com-
panies agree that personalized recommendation has become an
important means to improve user experience, engagement, revenue
and conversion rate, and is critical to current and future success.
For example, Amazon and Netflix recommendations are cited by
many company observers as an outstanding means to improve rev-
enues and profits. They rely on the ability of recommender systems
to recommend media content or products that users are likely to
consume. With the proliferation of smart mobile phones, mobile
shopping and mobile commerce become the mainstream. In mobile
commerce, most mobile purchases (more than 58%) are made after
seeing a recommendation on a product detail page, and bringing
the most personalized recommendations to the top of a small screen
makes mobile shopping more convenient [34].

While recommender systems have attracted a large amount of re-
search interest, the subarea of streaming recommender systems has
remained largely unexplored. The real-world social media and E-
commerce platforms such as Amazon and Netflix generate massive
user-item interaction data (i.e., user behavior data) at an unprece-
dented rate. For example, nearly 1.5 billion transactions were made
in Alibaba during its Singles Day shopping event on 11, Novem-
ber 2017 [30]. Such data is temporally ordered, continuous, high-
speed and time-varying, which determines the streaming nature
of data in recommendation systems. Therefore, it is more practical
to study recommender systems using a streaming data framework.
The real-time streaming setting poses great challenges for conven-
tional recommender systems, most of which are designed for static
settings and implemented by batch learning techniques, which usu-
ally suffer from the following drawbacks when dealing with the
stream situation: 1) delay on model updates caused by the expen-
sive time cost of re-running the batch model; 2) inability to track
fast-changing trends (e.g., user preferences and item popularity) in
the presence of streaming data; and 3) lots of memory overhead to
explicitly store all the historical data.
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As the recommender system by nature is an incremental pro-
cess, some online learning techniques based on stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) and particle filters [11, 54] have been adopted or
developed to support streaming recommendations. However, they
suffer from the problem of “short-term memory”, i.e., since the al-
gorithms to update these models are based only on the most recent
data points, and do not take into account the past observations, the
models quickly forget the patterns learned in earlier stages. The
recommendation models based on these online learning algorithms
fail to capture users’ long-term stable interests. Recently, recurrent
neural model based recommender systems [17, 49] are proposed
to tackle streaming recommendation problems, which adopt recur-
rent neural networks (RNN) or long short-term memory (LSTM) to
capture and store sequential patterns of interacted items or users’
dynamic interests. Such models learn a continuous and compact
representation of the input data, and perform global updates across
the whole memory cell at each step. These architecture designs
encourage RNNs/LSTMs to capture sequential patterns from data,
which makes RNNs/LSTMs based recommender systems especially
good at capturing sequential user activity patterns or user temporal
dynamics. They are often applied to the session-based recommenda-
tion scenario without user profiles (i.e., users’ historical interaction
data). However, like the online learning algorithms, RNNs/LSTMs
have limitations in modeling and capturing users’ long-term stable
interests which are hardly affected by temporal factors.

To this end, we propose a novel model named NeuralMemory
Recommender Networks (NMRN). NMRN is inspired by Neural
Turing Machines (NTM) [14] and Memory Network (NemNN) [37],
and consists of two main components: augmented memories storing
user and item information, and an controller network interacting
with user activity data and reading or writing to the memories.
Augmenting controller network with external memories separates
the tasks of storing and processing information and makes the net-
work only focus on processing information stored outside it. It also
increases its capability of storing knowledge, thus users’ long-term
and stable preferences can persist if necessary. Moreover, NMRN
can flexibly and explicitly read from and write to the memories on
demand like physical computers. NMRN encourages local changes
in memory, and this ability to directly execute local update to in-
ternal memories makes NMRN powerful to integrate users’ recent
interaction data and capture their newly emerging interests.

Specifically, the external memories of NMRN compose the key
memory and the value memory. The structure of key-value memory
networks (KV-MemNN) [26, 57] makes the original MemNN more
suitable to deal with pairwise data. Given a new user-item inter-
action pair (u,v) arriving at the system in real time, NMRN first
generates a soft address from the key memory, activated by u. The
addressing process is inspired by recent advances in attention mech-
anism, which is popular in the fields of computer vision [27, 51] and
NLP [23, 59], but is rarely studied in the field of recommender sys-
tems. The atention mechanism applied in recommender systems is
useful to improve the retrieval accuracy and model interpretability.
The fundamental idea of our attention design is to learn a weighted
representation across the key memory, which is converted into a
probability distribution by the Softmax function as the soft address.
Then, NMRN reads from the value memory based on the soft ad-
dress, resulting in a vector that represents both long-term stable

and short-term emerging interests of user u. Inspired by the suc-
cess of pairwise personalized ranking models [32, 35] (e.g., BPR) in
top-k recommendations, we adopt the Hinge-loss in our model opti-
mization. As the number of unobserved examples is very huge, we
employ the negative sampling method proposed in [24] to improve
the training efficiency. Most existing negative sampling approaches
use either random sampling [1, 24, 38] or popularity-biased sam-
pling strategies [5, 11]. However, the majority of negative examples
generated in these sampling strategies can be easily discriminated
from observed examples, and will contribute little towards the train-
ing, because sampled items could be completely unrelated to the
target user. Besides, these sampling approaches are not adaptive
enough to generate adversarial negative examples, because (1) they
are static and thus do not consider that the estimated similarity or
proximity between a user and an item changes during the learning
process. For example, the similarity between user u and a sampled
noise item v is high at the beginning, but after several gradient
descent steps it becomes low; and (2) these samplers are global and
do not reflect how informative a noise item is w.r.t. a specific user.
In light of this, we develop an adaptive noise sampler based on a
Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [13] to optimize our model,
which considers both the specific user and the current values of
the model parameters to adaptively generate “difficult” and infor-
mative negative examples. Moreover, in order to simultaneously
capture the first-order similarity between users and items as well
as the second-order similarities between users and between items
to learn robust representations of users and items, we adopt the
Euclidean distance to measure the similarity between a user and an
item instead of the widely adopted dot product, inspired by [19].

Overall, we summarize the major contributions of this paper:

(1) To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to design and
develop a streaming recommendermodel based onKey-Value
Memory Networks to provide real-time recommendations.
It has the nice capability of capturing and storing both users’
long-term stable interests and short-term dynamic interests.

(2) We propose a novel adaptive noise sampler to generate ad-
versarial negative samples for model optimization, which
significantly improves training effectiveness of our proposed
streaming recommender model. This is the first time to in-
tegrate Generative Adversarial Nets with the negative sam-
pling method seamlessly for recommender systems.

(3) We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the perfor-
mance of our proposed streaming recommender model in
the streaming recommendation setting on two large-scale
recommendation datasets. The results show the superior-
ity of our proposals by comparing with the state-of-the-art
streaming recommendation techniques.

2 MODEL DESCRIPTION
In this section, we first formulate NMRN, then describe its structure
and finally present how to use it for streaming recommendations.
Note that in the description below, vectors and matrices are denoted
with bold small letters and bold capital letters respectively.
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Figure 1: the Architecture of the Propose Model

2.1 Model Preliminaries
The detailed structure of NMRN is illustrated in Figure 1. The total
numbers of users and items are denoted as N and M. We denote a
user-item interaction pair at time t as (ut ,vt )whilev−t is a sampled
negative item for a specific user at time t . Various sampling strate-
gies have been developed to draw them, which will be described
and analyzed in Section 3. ut is transformed into ut by multiplied
with user embedding matrix A while vt and v−t are transformed
into vt and v−t with item embedding matrix B, where ut, vt and v−t
have real-valued vectors with r dimensions, and the size of A and
B is N × r . Mk

t and Mv
t respectively represent key memory matrix

and value memory matrix at time t respectively, both with size of
L × r , where L and r stand for the number of memory slots and
the dimension of each memory slot respectively. wt is an attention
weight vector with size L that is generated from Mk

t activated by a
specific user u at time t . Thus, the weight vector is both user- and
time-specific. Note that we leave out the subscript t of ut , vt , ut, vt,
v−t and wt to make the expressions more compact in the following
sections and figures where no confusion occurs.

The notion of similarity is at the heart of all recommendermodels
and neural memory models. We adopt the metric learning approach
to learn a metric space, in which we employ the Euclidean distance
to measure the similarity among users, items and memory slots.
Given two data points p and q in a learned metric space, their
Euclidean distance d is calculated as:

d (p, q) = ∥p − q∥ =
√∑

i
(pi − qi )2 (1)

Compared with the widely adopted dot product similarity, the dis-
tance metric meets the condition of the triangle inequality: for any
three objects in a metric space, the sum of any two pairwise distance
should be greater than or equal to the remaining pairwise distance.
This property implies that: (1)if user u is close to both item v1 and
v2, it implies that v1 and v2 are also close to each other bounded
by d(v1,v2) < d(u,v1) + d(u,v2); (2)similarly, if item v is close to

both user u1 and u2, then u1 and u2 are also guaranteed to be close
to each other bounded by d(u1,u2) < d(u1,v) + d(u2,v) [19].

These implications could result in the following benefits in user
behavior modelling: (1) The distance metric facilitate the following
objects to cluster together: users who co-like the same items and
items co-liked by the same users. (2) Given any user, his/her nearest
neighboring items are the ones that he/she liked or are liked by
other similar users.

2.2 Memory Addressing
We assume that there exist L latent factors for interests, and different
user has different tastes (i.e., weights) on these latent factors. Each
user’s weights remain stable because they are related to his/her
intrinsic personality factors. In our model, each key memory slot
stores the key (i.e., weight) to the corresponding latent factor. Specif-
ically, at time t, the one-hot representation of user u is transformed
into an r-dimensional continuous user embedding u via the embed-
ding matrix A. Then u is fed into the key memory matrixMk

t to get
attention weights, i.e., u is compared with each key memory slot
(take the ith one as an example) to get the similarity simi using the
Euclidean distance:

simi =
u −Mk

t (i)
 (2)

Then, an attention weight vector w with size L are obtained by
applying the Softmax function, i.e., So f tmax(zi ) = ezi /Σje

(zj ),
to the negative similarities so that the most similar memory slot
produces the largest weight:

w (i) = Sof tmax (−simi ) (3)

We adopt the soft attention mechanism by using the differentiable
Softmax function so that the whole architecture is differentiable and
end-to-end. This property is called end-to-end differentiable, with
one end being the inputs and the other the outputs. The attention
process is also referred asmemory addressing tomimic real memory
operations in the areas of computer architectures [26].

2.3 Memory Reading
Each slot in the value memory stores the concrete latent factor
value (e.g., topics and categories) in the same order as the value
memory. Unlike the stable weights, each of these latent factors’
values is varying and evolutionary during the whole process in
different speed, analogous to the topic evolution over time [29].
Significant change in latent factor value means that old preferences
are disappearing while new preferences appear, i.e., new user in-
terests emerge, but minor change in latent factor value means user
interests remain stable. This explains why our model can capture
both long-term stable interests and short-term dynamic interests.
Technically, each memory slot is multiplied by the corresponding
attention weight, resulting in a r-dimensional vector s which we
call proxy preference vector :

s =
∑L

i=1
w (i)Mv

t (i) (4)

The proxy preference vector s plays an important role and we
explain it as follows: (1) It preserves the information of the user’s all
interacted items, so that it naturally captures the user’s long-term
and short-term interests. (2) It is generated from the value memory
matrix that stores item information, therefore it could act as a proxy
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of a user when computing the similarity between a user and an item,
because users and items may be projected to different spaces (e.g.,
when the size of a key memory slot is different from that of a value
memory slot), and their similarity cannot be directly computed via
Euclidean distance. In fact, the overall effect is equivalent to that
the user and the item are projected into the joint r-dimensional
space, which enables the similarity computation between a user
and an item. Thus, given a user as query, the efficiency of the top-k
recommendation at time t can be significantly improved with off-
the-shelf approximate nearest-neighbor (ANN) algorithms, such as
location-sensitive hashing (LSH).

2.4 Memory Writing
To locally update the value memory matrix to adapt to the change
of user preferences, a memory writing scheme is proposed inspired
by [14, 57]. Once a new user-item pair arrives at the system, the
item’s embedding will be written to the value memory matrix using
the same attention weights w generated in the memory reading
stage. The relevant memories are first erased and then the new item
information such as the item’s popularity is added to update the
value memory.

Specifically, to update the value memory matrixMv
t intoMv

t+1, a
linear function is applied to the newly arrived itemv’s embedding v
and then the Sigmoid function is employed to the result, obtaining
the erased vector et as follows:

et = Siдmoid (Wev + be) (5)

where We is a linear transformation matrix with size of r × r , and
be is a r-dimensional bias vector. The resulting erased vector et is
a r-dimensional vector, whose values range from 0 to 1. Then the
value memory Mv

t is partially erased, and each of its memory slots
is modified by:

M̃v
t+1(i) = Mv

t (i) ◦ [I −w (i)et] (6)

where I is a r-dimensional vector with each element being 1, and
◦ is element-wise multiplication. Similar to the reading case, the
weighting w(i) tells us where to focus our erasing. In this way,
the value location is reset to 0 if the corresponding weight and
the erased vector element are both 1, and if either is 0, the value
location remains unchanged. Following the erasing operation, a
r-dimensional add vector at is calculated for updating the value
memory in a similar manner:

at = Tanh(Wav + ba) (7)

where Wa and ba are linear transformation matrix and bias vector
with size r × r and r . Finally, the value memory matrix at time t + 1
is updated to be Mv

t+1(i) as follows:

Mv
t+1(i) = M̃v

t+1(i) +w (i)at (8)

2.5 Pairwise Loss Function
Inspired by [19, 22, 32], we design a pairwise loss function based
on Hinge-loss. Our intuition is that a user’s proxy preference vec-
tor s should be similar with the interacted items while dissimilar
with the non-interacted items in order to act as a proper proxy be-
tween users and items. Therefore, the loss function should pull the
positive items (i.e., neighbors) closer and push the negative items
(i.e., impostors) further from the proxy preference vector. As the

number of non-interacted items of each user is huge, we adopt the
negative sampling method to perform model optimization instead
of using all unobserved examples, following skip-gram model [25].
The pairwise loss function is defined as follows:

L =
∑

(u,v )∈S,v−∼V−
u
wu,v ∗ [m + d (u, v) − d (u, v−)]+ (9)

where [z]+ = max(z; 0) denotes the standard Hinge-loss, wu,v is
the ranking loss weight (described later) andm > 0 is the safety
margin size; S is the user activities data currently available for
training, V−

u is a set of items that u has never interacted with,
currently, we simply assume that each negative item v− is uni-
formly drawn from V−

u , but we will introduce a better-designed
adaptive negative sampling method based on GAN in Section 3;
d(u,v)/d(u,v−) is the distance between u’s proxy preference vector
s and the positive/negative item vector v/v−.

2.6 Ranking Loss Weights and Regularization
A rank-based weighting scheme called Weighted Approximate-
Rank Pairwise (WARP) loss [46, 47] is adopted to penalize items at
a lower rank. Given a user u, let ranku,v denote the rank of item v
in u’s recommendation list, we penalize a positive item v based on
its rank by setting:

wu,v = log(ranku,v + 1) (10)

This scheme penalizes a positive item at a lower rank much more
heavily than at the top. However, it is computationally inefficient to
rank all items for each user. To avoid ranking all items, we adopt the
following approximate method to obtain ranku,v : for each positive
item v of user u, it needs to draw Nu,v negative items until a v−
satisfying d(u,v) − d(u,v−) +m > 0, i.e., an impostor, is found.
Then the approximate rank is calculated as:

ranku,v ≈ ⌊
N − 1
Nu,v

⌋ (11)

Recall that N is the total number of items.
If the data points in a high-dimensional space spread too widely,

the model would fail due to the curse of dimensionality [12]. To
solve it, we bound the norm of all user/item vectors within 1 to
ensure the model robustness [19]: ∥u∥ ≤ 1 and ∥v∥ ≤ 1.

2.7 Top-k Recommendations with NMRN
Generating top-k recommendations for a online user u at time t
is straightforward with NMRN: u is transformed into her proxy
preference vector s by embedding matrix A, key memoryMk

t and
value memoryMv

t . Then s is compared with all items vectors trans-
formed by embedding matrix B to find out the most similar k items
according to d(s,v). Due to the nice property of Euclidean distance,
NMRN has the advantage of significantly speeding up the retrieval
process with approximate nearest-neighbor (ANN) algorithms, such
as location-sensitive hashing (LSH), especially when a well-known
industrial LSH library Annoy is adopted. After that, the model gets
updated based on this new item with the writing operation.

3 ADVERSARIAL TRAINING FRAMEWORK
In this section, we propose a GAN-based adversarial training frame-
work to overcome the drawbacks of existing sampling methods.
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Figure 2: Overview of the Adversarial Training Framework

3.1 Problems of Existing Sampling Methods
To obtain a negative item, the most straightforward and widely
adopted method is random sampling [1, 7, 8, 24, 38] or popularity-
biased sampling strategies [5, 11]. However, there exist some prob-
lems that make them unsuitable for our application. For random
sampling methods, the major problem is that the randomly gener-
ated items create too many “easy” tasks for the model to learn, i.e.,
these items might be completely unrelated to the user, so the model
could easily discriminate them from the observed ones. These easy
tasks contribute very little for the model optimization and hinder
the model to discover more complex hidden user/item represen-
tations. On the contrary, a good and “difficult” item should be
informative and could confuse the model if it has not captured the
deep user/item representations. Moreover, the common problem
for both methods is that they are not adaptive enough to generate
adversarial negative items, i.e., they are static and do not consider
the change of similarity or proximity between a user and an item
during training. For example, before the training, the item v is sam-
pled as noise because its similarity with user u is high, however,
after several optimization iterations, the degree of similarity might
drop, this item v with little information is still considered as noise.
Another common problem is that the sampling probability distribu-
tion is usually global that applies to every user, but different users
have different interests, thus that global distribution dose not reflect
how informative a noise item is w.r.t a specific user. To this end, we
propose an adversarial training framework to adaptively generate
“difficult” and informative negative examples, highly inspired by
KBGAN [2].

3.2 Framework Description
The proposed training framework is shown in Figure 2. In parallel
to the GAN literature, we name the two models in the proposed
framework as Discriminator and Generator denoted by D and G
respectively. The target for the discriminator is to tell apart the
true items from false items produced by the generator while for
the generator is to adaptively generate an adversarial negative

item and use it to deceive the discriminator. In the adversarial
training settings, the generator and the discriminator are trained
with respective to its own loss function.

3.2.1 Discriminator. For the discriminator in our framework,
its loss function is:

LD =
∑

(u,v )∈S

wu,v ∗ [m + dD (u, v) − dD (u, v−)]+

(u, v−) ∼ PG (u, v− |u, v)
(12)

where PG (u,v− |u,v) is the probability distribution for generating
negative tuple (u,v−) by the generator given a positive tuple (u,v)
(defined below); dD denotes the distance measured by the discrimi-
nator, which is identical to d defined in in Eq (9). The optimization
procedures follow what we described above. It is clear that the only
difference between Eq (9) and Eq (12) is that the negative item v−

in Eq (12) is generated by the generator while it is drawn randomly
in Eq (9).

3.2.2 Generator. The objective of the generator maximizes the
expectation of −dD (u,v−) using the generated items so as to en-
courage the generator to generate plausible items to confuse the
discriminator:

LG =
∑

(u,v )∈S

E[−dD (u, v−)]

(u, v−) ∼ PG (u, v− |u, v)
(13)

The distribution PG (u,v
− |u,v) is modeled as:

PG (u, v− |u, v) =
exp(−dG (u, v−))∑

v̄∈V−
u
exp(−dG (u, v̄))

(14)

where dG is the Euclidean distance between user u and item v mea-
sured by the generator though a neural network. We embed u with
matrix E and embed v with matrix F, the resulting vectors are sepa-
rately forward-propagated by a multilayer perceptron (MLP) such
that user u and item v are in the same space, and dG is measured
between the output user and item vectors, as shown in Figure 2.
V−
u is a set containing all items not interacted with user u in the

history, however, this set might be large, witch would significantly
damage the efficiency. In order to reduce computational complexity,
we only uniformly randomly select T items from the original whole
V−
u to form a new but smaller V−

u .
However, the challenge in the optimization process is that LG

can not be directly optimized by SGD because it involves a discrete
sampling step which blocks the flow of gradients. Following the
work [2, 56], we consider it as a reinforcement learning problem,
where, analogously, (u,v) is the state, PG (u,v− |u,v) is the policy,
(u,v−) is the action and −dD (u,v

−) is the reward.
A common optimization approach is to adopt policy gradient

based reinforcement learning (REINFORCE) [48, 56]. According to
that, the gradient of LG with respect to its parameters is:

∇θG LG =
∑

(u,v )∈S

E(u,v−)∼PG [−dD (u, v−)∇θG loдPG (u, v− |u, v)]

≃
∑

(u,v )∈S

1
T

T∑
(ui ,v

−
i )∼PG ,i=1

[−dD (ui , v−
i )∇θG loдPG (ui , v−

i |u, v)]
(15)

REINFORCE algorithm often suffers from the issue of high vari-
ance. A widely adopted solution is subtracting a baseline b from the
policy gradient. Although a good baseline should be the function
of the state value [31], it could also be chosen arbitrarily without
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Algorithm 1: The Adversarial Training Algorithm

1 INPUT: user-item interaction history (u, v) ∈ S, margin m and learning rates λD and λG;
2 OUTPUT: the discriminator D, the generator G and their distance measurement function dD and dG;
3 Initialize the parameters θD and θG for D and G;
4 b = 0; //initiate the baseline
5 Pre-train D and G w.r.t. to θD and θG;
6 while not convergent do
7 Sample a mini-batch Sbatch ∈ S; ∆G = 0; ∆D = 0; Rbatch = 0;//zero the gradients of D and G and rewards
8 for (u, v) ∈ Sbatch do
9 Compute its ranking weight w(u,v);

10 Uniformly randomly sample T negative items: V−u ;

11 Measure the sampling probability distribution: PG(u, v−|u, v) =
exp(−dG(u,v−))∑

v̄∈V−u
exp(−dG(u,v̄))

;

12 Sample a negative item v− forming (u, v−) by the distribution PG(u, v−|u, v);
13 Freeze the weights of G;

14 ∆D = ∆D +∇θD{wu,v ∗ [m+ dD(u, v)− dD(u, v−]+}; // accumulate the example gradient to ∆D

15 Rbatch = Rbatch + (−D(u, v−));
16 Freeze the weights of D ;
17 ∆G = ∆G + (Rbatch − b)∇θG log pG; // accumulate the example gradient to ∆G

18 end
19 θD = θD − λD∆D;θG = θG + λG∆G; //minimize the loss of D while maximize the likelihood of G

20 b = Rbatch
|Sbatch| ; //update the baseline

21 end

changing the expectation to avoid introducing new parameters [48].
In our case, we fix keep b fix as the average reward of the whole
training set, i.e., b =

∑
(u,v)∈S E(u,v−)∼PG (u,v− |u,v)[−dD (u,v

−)].
For implementation, only recent generated negative items are used
to approximate b.

Note that like many typical GAN models [40, 58], both the dis-
criminator and the generator are pre-trained separately. In particu-
lar, the discriminator is pre-trained according to Eq (9) with random
negative items and the generator is pre-trained by maximizing the
log-likelihood of Eq (14). Algorithm 1 summaries this adversarial
training process.

4 EVALUATION
In this section, we first introduce the experimental settings and
then report the experimental results.

4.1 Datasets
To evaluate our streaming recommendation model, we select two
large-scale and publicly available datasets, i.e., Movielens and Net-
flix, that contain time information of user-item interactions in order
to simulate the real streaming scenario.

Movielens: Movielens is a widely adopted movie dataset for
evaluating recommender systems. We choose the 20M Dataset that
contains 20 million interaction records generated by 138493 users
on 26744 movies. All interaction records are associated with times-
tamps ranging from the 01/09/1995 to 03/31/2015.

Netflix: Netflix is another movie dataset that consists of 24
million interaction records, 470758 users and 4499 movies. This
dataset was sampled between November, 1999 and December, 2005
and reflects the distribution of all interactions received during this
period, and the temporal granularity is a day..

4.2 Baseline Methods
We compare our proposed models with three state-of-the-art rec-
ommendation models that support online updating. To validate

the effect of our proposed GAN-based adaptive negative sampling
approach (called NMRN-GAN for the rest of this paper), we design
a baseline called NMRN-RS that adopts the simple non-adaptive
random sampling method to draw negative items.

RRN Recurrent Recommender Networks (RRN) [49] are able
to predict future behavioral trajectories. This is achieved by en-
dowing both users and movies with a Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) [18] autoregressive model that captures temporal dynam-
ics of user interests, in addition to a more traditional low-rank
factorization to capture users’ stable interests.

RKMF Regularized Kernel Matrix Factorization (RKMF) is pro-
posed by Rendle et. al in [33], inspired by that the nonlinear in-
teractions between feature vectors are possible with kernels. A
flexible online learning algorithm is developed for RKMF to update
on selected data instances. We use a RKMF implemented bymfrec 1.

WARPWeighted Approximate-Rank Pairwise (WARP) [46] loss
is the state-of-the-art top-k recommendation method specifically
designed for implicit feedbacks. WARP uses SGD and a smart sam-
pling trick to approximate ranks, resulting in an efficient online
optimization strategy. A WARP implemented by LightFM2 is used.

NMRN-RSNMRN-RS is a NMRN implementation that only uses
uniformly random sampling strategy to draw negative items. We
compare with it to validate the benefits brought by our proposed
GAN-based adaptive negative sampling approach.

4.3 Evaluation Setup
In this section, we describe how to simulate real streaming recom-
mendation scenarios and the evaluation protocol and measurement.

4.3.1 Scenario Simulation. To mimic a real streaming recom-
mendation scenario, we need to split the datasets properly. Besides
online streaming recommendation, we also test our model in a tra-
ditional offline batch-based temporal recommendation setting [52].

1github.com/mlaprise/mfrec
2github.com/lyst/lightfm
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Figure 3: Hits@k on Movielens (A-D) and Netflix (E-H) with Increasing k for Online Streaming Setting

For online streaming recommendation, we follow the data split-
ting strategy introduced in [3]. We order all interaction records
by timestamp and evenly split them into 6 parts. The first 2 parts
form a base training set are denoted as Dtrain and the remaining
4 parts are test sets denoted as Dtest

1 . . .Dtest
4 , which are used to

mimic the online streaming inputs. All the comparison methods are
first trained over Dtrain to determine the initial model parameters
and the best hyper parameters (e.g., the number of latent factors
and the shapes of embedding). Once the initial training is com-
pleted, the 4 test sets are sequentially predicted. During testing,
the previous test set Dtest

i is used to update the model, then the
updated model predicts the current test set Dtest

i+1 . Formally, the
model is first trained with Dtrain , resulting in M0, then M0 is
used to perform evaluation on Dtest

1 . After that, M0 is updated
with Dtest

1 to beM1 and so on. For new users not contained in the
training set, we recommend the most popular items.

For offline batch recommendation, we order all user interaction
records in datasetD by their timestamps and split them into halves,
denoted as Dtrain and Dtest . Dtrain is used to learn model pa-
rameters and Dtest is for evaluating trained model.

4.3.2 Evaluation Methodology. The evaluation methodology we
adopt for all comparison methods is Hits@k that is widely applied
in the recommendation research area [6, 20, 43]. For each user
interaction record (u,v) with time t in the test set: 1) We randomly
sample J items that user u has never interacted with before t . It is
worth mentioning that J is set to 5000 and 500 for theMovielens and
Netflix respectively in our experiments; 2) Compute u’s preference
scores for these J items and v; 3) Sort these J+1 items by their
scores to form a ranked list. Let p denote the position of v within
the list and thus the best result happens when v precedes all the
other items (i.e, p = 1); 4) A top-k recommendation list is formed by
picking the k items with highest scores. If p ≤ k , we get a hit (i.e.,
the ground truth v appears in u’s recommendation list), otherwise,
we get a miss. The hit probability would rise as k increases or J
decreases, thus we need to fix k and J for all comparison methods
to ensure fairness. 4) The Hit@k is finally computed as:

Hits@k =
#hit@k
|Dtest |

(16)

where #hit@k is the number of hits within test set Dtest .

4.4 Experimental Results
In this section, we present the experimental results in both on-
line streaming and offline batch recommendation settings, and the
optimal hyper-parameters are also given for the convenience of
repeating our experiments.

Our proposed NMRN-GAN achieves its best performance with
the hyper-parameters r=64, L=128, T=200 and m=3 on the Movie-
lens dataset, and r=32, L=64, T=100 and m=4 for the Netflix dataset.
Figure 3 reports the online streaming recommendation accuracy in
terms of Hits@5, Hits@10, Hits@20 and Hits@30 on both datasets.
The horizontal axis is the timeline, four reference time points are
chosen to simulate the “the current time”. Obviously, our proposed
NMRNmodels (including NMRN-GAN and NMRN-RS) significantly
outperform the other comparison methods on both datasets. In ad-
dition, several other observations are made from the results. (1)
The LSTM based recommender RRN performs much better than
other comparison methods WARP and RKMF. which validates our
statement that a streaming recommender system should preserve
long-term stable personal interests as well as capture the short-term
newly emerging interests. (2) However, RRN falls far behind our
NMRS models, although it also considers both long-term stable and
short-term dynamic user interests. This is because RRN uses two
separate models (i.e., LSTM and the traditional matrix factorization)
to model users’ two types of interests respectively and then simply
adds the results of these two models together to produce the final
recommendations. In contrast, our NMRS models with external key-
value memories naturally capture and store both long-term stable
and newly emerging interests in a unified manner. (3) NMRN-GAN
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Figure 4: Batch Recommendation on Movielens and Netflix
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performs better than NMRN-RS, which demonstrates the signif-
icance of adaptively generating adversarial negative items to, in
turn, improve the discriminator. (4) Although the Hits@k values
of models on the Movielens dataset look similar to that achieved
on the Netflix dataset, in fact all of them perform worse on the
Netflix dataset, since a much smaller J is adopted for the Nexflix
dataset to ensure that Hits@k values in both datasets are on the
same scale (refer to Section 4.3.2). This is because the Netflix dataset
is a sample dataset, and the average number of movies associated
with each user is much smaller than that on the Movielens dataset.
This sparsity issue is exacerbated and augmented in the streaming
recommendation scenario.

Since WARP and RRN are not originally proposed for streaming
recommendation, we also perform evaluations under the offline
batch recommendation setting described in Section 4.3.1. We report
the results in Figure 4, and find that NMRN-GAN still beats other
competitors in the traditional top-k recommendation task, validat-
ing that NMRN-GAN is capable of preserving and storing users’
long-term stable interests. We also observe that (1) WARP in this
setting performs much better than in the streaming recommenda-
tion setting; (2) All models achieve higher Hits@k recommendation
accuracy values in this recommendation setting, and actually their
performances in this setting are an upper bound for their perfor-
mance in the online streaming recommendation scenario.

5 RELATEDWORK
5.1 Online Recommender Systems
Temporal information is a significant factor to consider when de-
signing personalized recommender systems [39, 41, 42, 45, 50, 52, 53,
55]. Streaming recommendation treats temporal information in a
temporally ordered, continuous and high-velocity setting. There are
two main categories of existing streaming recommender systems
by the way they get online updated.

The first category is neighborhood-based streaming recommender
systems. These recommendation methods heavily rely on an offline
phase where typically a neighborhood-based method is employed
to calculate the similarity among users, which is used to make
recommendations for the user based on the current preferences
of his/her most similar users obtained in the past [9, 21, 36]. [9]
proposed online models to generate personalized recommendations
for Google News users. [21] leveraged the considerable compu-
tation ability of Storm, a data access component and a specially
developed data storage component. The largest drawback for these
models is that every update requires re-computing all similarities
for the offline model, and clearly, the retraining process makes it
extremely inefficient for the streaming recommendation task. An-
other problem is that they assume all historical user interaction
records can fit into the main memory, which is not always possible.
Our proposed model cost much less memory usage because it dose
not need to store the whole historical interaction records, rather,
they are abstracted into key memory and value memory.

Another category is model-based streaming recommender sys-
tems, which incrementally update a trained model based on user
interactions arriving in the temporal order constantly, thus the
model is expected to get updated for every one or batch of new
user interaction(s). Various online update methods are designed

for these models [4, 10, 11, 16, 44]. [10, 16] focused on improving
the online recommendation with implicit feedbacks and they paid
more attention to the negative sampling in the streaming settings.
[11] assumed that the system cannot deal with all input data in
streaming setting and they update the model only based on the
sampled data maintained in a well-designed reservoir. A flexible
online-update algorithm is developed for RKMF model [33] which
updates the model on selected new data instances.

5.2 Neural Memory Networks
The neural memory network (MemNN) is a concept inspired by
computer architectures and it has strong abilities to capture long-
term dependencies [14]. MemNN saw its success in many applica-
tions such as question answering [26, 37], neural language transla-
tion [15] and knowledge tracking [57] but they are rarely studied
in the field of recommendation systems, especially in streaming
settings. Typically, a MemNN model consists of two parts, a mem-
ory to store the information and a controller to interact with data,
in particular, to read from and write to the memory. Our model is
based specifically on Key-value paired memory networks, which
are a generalization of the way contexts (e.g. knowledge bases or
documents to be read) are stored in memory. The lookup (address-
ing) stage is based on the key memory while the reading stage
(given the returned address) uses the value memory. This provides
more flexibility and effectiveness [26].

MemNN that our model is based on can be considered as a gen-
eralization of traditional RNN/LSTM and they are different in two
main aspects. First, MemNN encourages local changes in memory,
which can discover not only the structures in the training data but
can also generalize to structures beyond that. The other difference is
that MemNN has larger external memories compared to RNN/LSTM
that use a single hidden state vector to store information.

6 CONCLUSIONS
User activity data arrive at real-world recommender systems rapidly
and continuously, which determines the use of recommender sys-
tems in streaming settings. In this paper, we proposed a novel
streaming recommender model based on the key-value memory
networks to capture and store both long-term stable interests and
short-term dynamic interests in a unified way. To improve the ef-
fectiveness of model training, we designed an adaptive negative
sampling scheme based on GAN to generate adversarial negative
samples for each user. To validate our statements, we conducted
extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of our proposed
streaming recommender models qualitatively and quantitatively.
The experimental results showed that our streaming recommender
models significantly outperform some strong and state-of-the-art
online or streaming recommender models.
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